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SyCCESSFUL 
OMIEXIISIRIP 
Poily Raoul Reaches Semi-
Finals in Women's 
Oratory 
OLMSTED PLACES 8TH 
Team Recognized as Leaders 
In Southeast 
Reaching the semi-finals in 
men's and women's oratory and 
extempore speaking, the Rollins 
College varsity debate team achiev-
ed an enviable record in the Na-
tional Pi Kappa Delta debate tour-
ney held in Houston, Texas, March 
29 to April 3. Betty Test, Polly 
Raoul, Dave Bothe, Sterling P. 
Olmsted, James F. Holden, and 
Harry Raymond Pierce, coach, re-
turned to Winter Park Sunday aft-
ernoon after establishing them-
selves as the leading speech group 
in the South and Middle Atlantic 
districts. 
Sterling Olmsted placed eighth 
in extempore speaking. In this 
event, he competed with represen-
tatives of seventy colleges and 
universities. He spoke upon sub-
i jects connected with the foreign 
policy of the United States. 
Polly Raoul reached the semi-
finals in women's oratory. She 
contested for honors with more 
than sixty schools. Her subject 
was "Progression or Retrogres-
sion". 
Andreas David Bothe likewise 
reached the finals in men's ora-
tory. He faced opponents from 
eighty colleges and universities. 
His oration was entitled "The 
' Starvation Army". 
The Rollins varsity debate team 
mposed of Sterling Olmsted and 
- James F. Holden met and defeated 
• in the first round Hastings Col-
^ lege, Nebraska. Hastings was the 
]\ holder of the Western States inter-
collegiate title and winner of sev-
eral regional championships. Rol-
lins also registered a victory over 
the College of Emporia, Emporia, 
Kansas, but dropped decisions to 
Henderson State Teachers College, 
Arkansas, to the University of 
Puerto Rico, S. E. Louisiana Insti-
tute, and the College of the Pa-
cific. Although not wishing to 
alibi for these defeats members of 
the debate squad are at loss to ac-
count for two facts. First, that 
the team they defeated, Hastings, 
was slated to reach tbe finals and 
offered more strenuous opposition 
than any other, and secondly, de-
bating being in the hands of a de-
bate council and judges ap-
pointed by this body, that each 
college reaching the semi-finals in 
debate was represented on the 
aforesaid council. 
Among colleges attending the 
convention were Baylor University, 
Pittsburgh, Redlands, College of 
the Pacific, Emporia State Teach-
ers, Oregon, Northwestern and 
many others. 
Tryouts for 1936 Editor 
Continue;Deadline Wed. 
The present issue of the 
Sandspur is published under the 
editorship of Jack MacGaffin, 
who intends to become a candi-
date for editor in the Publica-
tions elections scheduled for 
next week. 
Any other candidates for the 
editorship who wish to edit an 
issue of the Sandspur should 
communicate with the present 
editor immediately. Candidates 
for all publications positions 
should file their applications 
with Mr. E. T. Brown, secretary 
of the Publications Union, be-
fore April 15. 
Requirements and instruc-
tions to applicants were print-
ed in the April 1 issue of the 
Sandspur. 
Smitli 
Robert E. Clements, resigned co-founde 
the Townsend Old Age Pension clubs, 
at the House hearing in Washington o 
Mentioned most prominently as successor to Clements were ( 
Smith, Oklahoma City attorney and vice president of the Tow 
clubs, and Sheridan Downey. California lawyer. 
Graduation Invitations 
Must Be Ordered Soon 
Seniors who wish to place or-
ders for Commencement invita-
tion must do so before April 
April 15, with Paul Ney, Bar-
bara Connor, or Harrison Rob-
erts. Prcies are: 19c for paper, 
39c for leather covered invita-
Student Government, 
P r e s s Delegates to 
Meet At Convention 
Plans for the annual Florida In-
tercollegiate Press Association and 
Student Government Association 
Conventions have been announced 
by the University of Miami, hosts 
to this year's group of delegates. 
The Miami school is opening its 
doors to the representatives of all 
the colleges and universities in the 
state, for the week-end of April 
24. Among the schools to send 
delegates will be the University of 
Florida, Florida State College for 
Women, Rollins College, Tampa 
University, St. Petresburg Junior 
College and the University of Mi-
The program 




Senior Recital to Be 
Presented By Law 
Mallard, April 11 
On Saturday evening, April 11, 
the Rollins College Conservatory 
of Music will present Law Mal-
lard, tenor, in a Senior Recital as-
sisted by Virgina Orebaugh, pian-
ist. The recital will be held a t the 
Woman's Club at 8:15 o'clock. The 
program is as follows: 
Tu lo Sai (Torelli), Caro Mio 
Ben (Giordani), Auf ein Altes 
Bild (Wolf), Die Post (Schubert), 
Mr. Mallard. 
Pantasie Impromptu (Chopin), 
Nocturne, F sharp Major (Chopin), 
Intermezzo, C Major (Brahms), 
Cappricdo, D Minor (Brahms), 
Miss Orebaugh. 
Romance (Debussy), Vainement, 
nia bien aimee, from "Le Roi 
"i'Ys" (Lalo), Mr. Mallard. 
Pagodes, Gardens in the Rain 
(Debussy), Miss Orebaugh. 
0 Sleep, Why Dost Thou Leave 
Me, from "Semele" (Handel), Pass-
">« By (Purcell), Over the Steppe 
(Gretchaninoff), O Dissonance 
(Dorodine), Song of the Open (La 




At the final 
meeting of the convention, awards 
will be made to the newspaper, 
magazine and annual showing the 
greatest improvement over the 
work of last year. Rollins is en-
tering the Sandspur, Flamingo 
and Tomokan in this contest. 
D i C E RECITAL 
TO BE PRESENTED 
Sword Dance to Be Featured 
At Assembly 
WILL BE HELD APRIL 23 
Under the direction of Helen 
Rae, a Sword Dance and a group 
of English Folk songs will be pre-
sented at an all-college assembly 
on Wednesday morning, April 23, 
at 10:10 a. m. The dance will be 
presented in tbe traditional man-
ner with the King, who sings to 
introduce each of the six sword 
dancers and the Jester or Fool who 
used to accompany the King and 
his dancers as they went from vil-
lage to village, performing the 
dance. He carried a money box 
to collect the pennies and some-
times amused the crowd with an-
tics. 
This Sword Dance is called the 
Kirkby Malzeard, named after the 
little English village, where the 
dance was first performed. The 
dancers, King and Jester will be in 
costume. The Sword dances are 
very vigorous and' intricate and 
most interesting to see performed. 
The group of English Folk songs 
u-ill be sung by twenty voices and , 
the names of the songs are "The 
Tree in the Wood", "The Keeper", 
"Mowing the Barley" and the 
chant, "Heave Away, My Johnny". 
ny". 











Accounting practices of the AAA 
may or may not be sound. When 
Senator Vandenberg asked for a 
list of AAA benefit checks over 
$10,000, Secretary Wallace said 
immediately that he would be glad 
to furnish tbe information but his 
clerks were too busy writing more 
checks to compile the list at the 
moment. 
It seems a shame that there 
aren't enough job hunters in 
Washington for Mr. Wallace 
to find some clerks, and it 
seems startling that the AAA 
doesn't have this information 
(Continued on page 6, col. 2) 
Held Stage in Hauptmann Drama 
IS 
'Klmberling Bruno Hauplu 
Bruno Richard Hauptmann and the three men who figured 
last few days before Hauptmann was electrocuted. 
Substitutes Perform Before Singular 
Audience as Colleagues Visit Houston 
By a Staff Meml 
While the Rollins varsity debate team w 
in Houston, Texas, two gallant gentlemer 
dite Toy Dear, and his colleague, Jeff Liebi 
a crack Swarthmore College aggregation. 
The debate was a non-decision 
affair (Rollins is noted for these) 
and was held in the Speech Studio 
—that fortress of forensics used 
by Harry Raymond Pierce, Dean 
of American debate coaches, in 
training his youthful Demos-
The debate which dealt with the 
question of whether or not Con-
s should over-ride the Su-
preme Court, was delivered to an 
intensely interested audience of 
person, a timekeeper. There 
have been many questions of world 
significance settled in tbe little 
building back of Mayflower Hall, 
but never before has another in-
stitution been expected to travel 
a considerable distance to debate 
s two thousand miles away 
the bespectacled and eru-
rman, held the fort against 
before the empty chairs of the 
Speech Studio against two willing, 
but ill-prepared, pinch-hitters. 
From the standpoint of the 
Swarthmore debaters the meet was 
a fiasco. They justly considered 
that they had passed the point 
where talking for talking's sake 
was worth the trouble involved. It 
is natural that after debating 
against leading southern colleges 
on their way to Rollins they should 
feel as one put it, as though they 
were "debating for three meals a 
day". 
The unpleasant experience ap-
pears to have arisen through a 
mistake on the part of whoever 
(Continued on page 2, col. 6) 
Books and Catalogues Turned 
Over to Art Studio 
BIOGRAPHY WORKS GIFT 
Rollins College Library has 
:eived from Mrs. Fred Perry Pow-
;rs a valuable collection of fifty-
;even books on furniture, glass, 
ilverware, pewter, rugs, china, 
clocks, bottles, and Currier ,ife Ives 
ts for the Art Studio Library 
which will be very useful to the 
instructors and students. 
Mrs. Powers has also given a 
collection of catalogues of exhibi-
tions and sales (many of the latter 
having the sale price), some mis-
neous pamphlets including two 
by Mr. Fred Perry Powers concern-
ing historic sites, and various pic-
tures ,including an autographed 
picture of H. W. Longfellow fram-
ed with the quill pen he used in 
writing his last poem, on President 
Garfield. 
Mrs. George T. Ladd has given 
eleven pamphlets by William King 
Gregory, the well known palaeon-
tologist of New York City, which 
will be used by the biology depart-
Week's Movie Calendar 
Wednesday 
ron, JoPi HcCrea, nnd Mirium 
Hopkins. 
Grandt Wednesday. Thursday. 
Friday. "Little Lord Fauiitleroy" 
with Freddie Bartholomew and 
anday and Monday, 
nesday, "Pet-
OPENS AT STUDIO 
Elisabet Richards to Have 
First Exhibition 
VARIED GROUPS SHOWN 
The Rollins Art Deparmtent, in 
announcing the Senior Exhibition 
of Elizabet Richards, not only 
taking a step of great interest to 
the many friends of Miss Richards, 
is initiating a new type of 
project for the studio. 
Elisabet Richards is the daugh-
ter of two talented well-known 
painters, George Mather Richards 
and Gertrude Lundborg Richards. 
She has received various Allied 
Arts and other prizes during her 
college course, and won the Tiedtke 
Award her second year. 
Miss Richards' Senior Exhibi-
tion, which opens with a tea from 
four to six on Thursday, April 9, 
includes both paintings and sculp-
ture. Among the former will be 
shown decorative and imaginative 
subjects and several abstractions, 
a group of Colorado landscapes, 
and several examples of still life 
painting. Among the sculpture 
exhibits are two groups of horses 
and a portrait study. Miss Rich-
ards will exhibit also a few sil-
(Continued on page 2, col. 7) 
Three Catholic schools, Du-
quesne University and Xavier and 
Bonaventure College accepted 
ROTC units this year. 
"The Late Christopher 
Bean'' is Postponed 
"The Late Christopher Bean", 
one of the Student Company 
plays which was to have been 
presented in April, has been 
postponed to May 2, according 
to the latest report from Dr. 
Fleischman. 
DEAN OF CHAPEL 
GIVES S E I O N 
6 TREES" 
Three New Members 
Are Initiated Into Pi 
Gamma Mu Tuesday 
Eleonora Roush, Jean Astrup 
and Dorothea Breck were initiated 
into Pi Gamma Mu last night in 
the Francis Chapel. 
Preceding the initiation a din-
ner for thirty members of this so-
cial science fraternity was held in 
the Monkey Room of the College 
Commons. 
The new ritual of the fraternity 
was used for the first time at this 
initiation, being a great improve-
ment over that used for former 
Following the initiation there 
was a business meeting in the 
choir room of the chapel, at which 
a philosophical d: 
by Professor Stone. 
Hearst Metrotone was named 
No. 1 newsreel propaganda 
dium in a recent University of 
Minnesota poll. 
A collection of 380 items by and 
about T. S. Eliot, contemporary 
poet, has been willed to the Uni 
versity of Virginia. 
Mila Gibbons and Dance Group Present 
Solos and Ballet in Modern Style 
By Frances Perpente 
Last Friday evening Mila Gibbons and the Rollins Dance Group 
brought to the Annie Russell Theatre a presentation of creative danc-
ing arranged by Miss Gibbons in the modern tradition. 
Six solos by Miss Gibbons 
prised the first part of the pro-
n. The predominating tone 
not, as so often in the mod-
dance, the heavily tragic, but 
rather staccato, with a sharp 
brightness. A dancer makes her 
body into an alphabet for the 
translation of thought and emo-
tion into movement. The compo-
nent gestures of Miss Gibbons' 
bodily speech are for the most part 
angular, quick, abrupt. Her 
rhythms have often a satiric, 
tongue-in-cheek quality, but with 
a constant undertone of serious-
ness, a frequent suggestion of 
pathos and an implication of trag-
edy. 
Bloomsbury Waltz, Noise, and 
Nocturne showed the greatest clar-
ity of conception, perhaps because 
of their objective imagery and 
general associations. 
Bloomsbury Waltz was broadly 
comic, but here the undercurrents 
of pathos were particularly strong. 
The dance showed a sure feeling 
for characterization, presenting 
two facets of one phase of life, 
each separate, distinct, yet closely 
linked in social analysis and in 
emotional content. Miss Gibbons 
translated discord into purposeful 
movement. 
Built upon angles, upon quick, 
antennae-like movements. Noise 
was insect in character. It was 
brisk, and vigorous, but with a 
delicacy which successfully sug-
(Continued on page 2, col. 2) 
"The Tree is Man's Oldest 
and Best Friend," Says 
Dean Campbell 
PALM SUNDAY SERVICE 
Dean Charles A. Campbell de-
livered the sermon on Palm Sun-
day at the morning meditation in 
Knowles Memorial Chapel. His 
topic was "Men and Trees". 
Dean Campbell began by saying 
that "the tree is man's oldest and 
most reliable friend. Friendship 
demands a certain stability, inti-
macy and reciprocal service, and 
the tree possesses all three." 
He then traced the various po-
sitions the tree has held in man's 
friendship, being the first musical 
instruments, his shelter, his com-
panion from birth to death, and all 
uses to which trees have been 
put from the days of the cave man 
until the present. 
Moreover," continued Dean 
Campbell, "the Tree has exercised 
spiritual power over the souls of 
men. It has answered his instinct 
for strength and beauty. Beauty 
ot an argument; beauty is a 
sacrament." 
Next he stated the different 
dangers from which trees are now 
suffering, such as disease and for-
est fire. 
'This is Palm Sunday, always 
identified with Jesus' entry into 
the capital city of Jerusalem. 
There, in a sudden, emotional 
abandon, the populace acclaimed 
him King and honored a tree— 
symbol of dignity and grace—in 
honoring him as the Messiah by 
strewing palm branches in the 
streets. . ." 
It was to the woods that Christ 
went when his great hour was at 
hand, his Gethsemane was in a 
garden of trees. "And when he 
died, he died upon a tree. One is 
profoundly moved when one re-
members that two supremely beau-
tiful things died together that 
fateful day—a tree sacrificed for 
a Savior, and a Savior who sacri-
ficed himself for the redemption of 
the world. 
"But by the inevitable magic of 
truth and the immutable logic of 
time they are both alive: the tree 
is in the cross, undying symbol of 
sacrificial love, while Jesus lives 
incarnate forever in the spirit of 
those who know and honor and 
follow him. 
"It is a great thing," concluded 
Dean Campbell, "to plant a tree 
in your garden; it is better to plant 
the cross in your own heart." 
Catherine Bailey, Bill Wicker, 
Charlotte Steinhans, and Allan 
Taulbee read the Invocation, Lit-
any and Bible readings. 
The choir sang the regular an-
them and then, following the ser-
mon, gave "Trees and tbe Master", 
a beautiful anthem which was 
closely linked with the sermon. 
Misses Parker and 
Bowen Give Joint 
Recital, April 2 
On Thursday evening, April 2, 
the Rollins Conservatory of Music 
presented Lillias Parker, pianist, 
and Hazel Bowen, mezzo-soprano, 
in a point recital at the Woman's 
Club. First on the program: 
Chorale: "Freuet Euch, ihr 
Christen Alle" (Bach-Phillips); 
Sonata in A Major (Galuppi); An-
dantino; Allegro; Presto; Miss 
Parker. 
This was followed by: 
Du Ring an meinem Finger 
(Schumann), Es muss ein Wunder-
iS sein (Liszt), Si mes vers 
avaient des ailes (Hahn), Ah! 
mon fils! from "Le Prophets" 
(Meyerbeer), Miss Bowen. 
Danse de Puck, Voiles (Debus-
sy), Scherzo, Op. 31, in B flat 
Minor (Chopin), Miss Parker. 
Miss Bowen concluded the pro-
gram with: 
The Crying of Water (Campbell-
Tipton), Charity (Hageman), A 
Little Brown Owl (Buzzi-Peccia), 
The Cry of Rachel (Salter). 
Emelie Sellers Dougherty, ac-
companist. 
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CHAPEL TO HOLD 
EASTER SERVICES 
Holy Week t o Be Celebra ted 
F r i d a y a n d S u n d a y 
D E W E Y , D E N N E Y S P E A K 
Three services to celebrate Holy 
Week and Easter have been plan-
ned by Dean Campbell and the 
Chapel staff: On Good Friday a 
service at 12:20, and on Sunday, a 
Rollins Communion at eight o'clock 
and the usual Easter celebration 
at the Morning Meditation hour, 
9:45. 
Dr. Harry P. Dewey, well known 
Congregational leader of Plymouth 
Church, Minneapolis, and Babson 
Park, Fla., will address the Col-
lege on Good Friday. 
The Choir will sing Bach's "Pas-
sion Chorale". Classes will be dis-
missed at 12:10 so that, as is the 
custom on this occasion, the en-
tire student body may participate. 
At the Easter Sunrise Service at 
eight o'clock the Eollins Com-
munion, exclusively for the cam-
pus, will be celebrated with Dean 
Campbell and the Rev. Mr. Denney 
officiating. Following this, break-
fast will be served at 8:45. 
Assistant Dean Denney will 
speak on "The Easter Aspiration" 
at the regular Chapel service. The 
choir will offer several appropriate 
anthems, accompanied by violin 
and cello obligato. 
Mila Gibbons Featured in Dance 
Recital at Annie Russell Theatre 
Studio Club Meets 
Wednesday Evening 
The Studio Club wlil hold its 
first meeting of the term at the 
Art Studio Wednesday evening at 
8:00. 
Elisabet Richards, president, 
urges members to attend, as plans 
will be made for the work of the 
Spring term. 
Gasoline will win the next war, 
according to Dr. Merrell R. F'enske 
ot Penn State. 
Keep Cool in an 
Angora-Spun Sui t 
$14.75 
(Continued from page 1, col. 5) 
isted the minute, alien nature of 
world outside the human. 
Nocturne brought Miss Gibbons 
a softer, even a romantic mood. 
However the clarity of her ges-
tures was not blurred. But the 
habitual stiffness of the hand and 
.-•ist broke occasionally into a 
light froth of movement, and in 
certain passages melted away al-
together. Nocturne had an air of 
dream and of enchantment. 
Woman with Tray was Greek in 
feeling, and simple in outlines. 
Shades was cast in the strict hori-
zontals and verticals of the Egyp-
tian. It seemed over-styled and 
conventionally unconventional. Ac-
:nted by the click of wooden shoes. 
Mazurka Paysannc was vivacious 
and gay. 
If dancing is to be anythmg 
...ore than pretty motion; if it is 
to have any thought content what-
soever, that content should be 
clearly defined, free from unneces-
sary obscurity and over-subtlety. 
A truth too often overlooked in the 
straining of modern art for unique 
effect is the fact that the great-
est subtlety lies in the greatest 
plicity. Miss Gibbons' dance 
creations have meaning, although 
they do not attempt the heights of 
bare intellectualism where Martha 
Graham and others of her kind 
LIFE S A I G WILL 
BECOMOUCTED 
R. F. Eaton, Field Secretary 
of Red Cross, to Teach 
TO BE FROM APRIL 13-16 
It has been announced that Mr. 
R. E. Eaton, field secretary of the 
National Red Cross, will conduct 
a life saving course at Rollins. 
Students who wish to obtain 
their senior life saving badges or 
qualify for their examiner's em-
ems should report to Mr. Eaton. 
Mr. Eaton will be here from 
April 13 through April 16. He 
will conduct these classes, free of 
charge from 4 to 6 on these days 
at the college dock on Lake Vir-
ginia. 
Students may be excused from 
other physical education to attend 
these lessons. For further infor-
mation see Fleetwood Peeples, 
Jack Mackemson, or Thomas Cos-
tello. 
This is an excellent opportunity 
for advanced swimmers to procure 
their senior or examiners emblems. 
Everyone interested is urged to 
take advantage of Mr. Eaton's 
visit. 
BUICK 
1, and in conveying that mean-
ing through motion Miss Gibbons 
for the most part clear and un-
derstandable. Of all six of her 
dances only one. Shades, seemed 
strained and alien to the natural 
directions of her talent. But that 
talent is not yet fully determinate. 
Only time and Miss Gibbons can 
say whether she will develop her 
feeling for the delicate and the 
minute, condensing it through ex-
perience into more and more sim-
ple terms, or whether she will at-
tempt to follow the trend indicated 
by Shades. 
Cross Current, with the Rollins 
Dance Group, made up the second 
half of the program. The theme 
of the ballet was the everflowing, 
onward stream of humanity, 
biti( its ceptic the idea 
brought to a workable level 
through a stripping to 
lymbolism. Against a 
of masked and robed figures rep-
resenting the stream itself and the 
types of mankind, the more domi-
nant motifs of human life were set 
dramatic dance forms. 
Love, friendship, joy, fear, war, 
vanity all arise from the stream 
ly to fall back into it again. The 
Dance of the Two Friends, with 
Geraldine Wachtell and Helene 
Keywan, the Dance of War, with 
Miss Gibbons as the central figure, 
and the Dance of the Golden Ball, 
rich in satire, were outstanding. 
The use of gilded masks in the 
stream was stimulating and imagi-
native, achieving a uniquely pic-
torial effect, and lifting the per-
formance to the requisite allegori-
cal impersonality. The types in 
the stream were skillfully drawn, 
the grouping remarkably good, and 
variety preserved over a 
ingly long period. There were 
thin spots, times when the tempo 
lagged and approached the tedious 
but the ballet on the whole was 
striking, original and full of rich 
ness. The dancers were wisely 
held to a simplicity of organization 
well within their powers. They 
achieved something definitely 
worth attempting; an imaginative 
interpretation, a reduction to sim-
ple, if limited, terms, of life. 
The musical background for 
the whole, both in Miss Gibbons' 
solos and in the ballet was well 
planned, and an interesting use 
was made of percussion instru-
ments. 
Queen Mary Steams Down Clyde River to Home Port Senior Exhibits Will Begin at Art Studio 
(Continued' from page 1, col. 5) 
The new British superllner. Queen Mary, is shown here as she glided 
from Clydebank, Scotland, where she was built, headed fo- • ' - -— • 
amptou.,. T>«re the giantess of the seas will be give 
Vqyase tp America, May 27. 
Two Yale University research 
workers have determined the exact 
atomic weight of an atom of sul-
phur to be 31.9818. 
PONTIAC 
USED CARS 
Convenient Terms Arranged 
COMPLETE 
SERVICE DEPARTMENT 




330 N. Orange 
According to physical education 
department statistics from several 
universities, the average freshman 
gets lighter and shorter every 
year. 
Admission requirements of 
American universities have reach-
ed a dangerously low level, accord-
ing to Frank Bowles, Columbia au-
thority. 
PHI DELTft THETA 
SPONSORS DANCE 
Annua l Spr ing Frol ic to Be 
Held in Or lando Apri l 18 
COSTUMES TO B E W O R N 
Florida Beta of Phi Delta Theta 
is giving its annual Spring Frolic 
at the Orlando Country Club Sat-
urday evening, April 18, with 
dancing from nine to one. 
This year the chapter has decid-
ed to go back to the precedent it 
established when a local organiza-
tion of having the Spring Frolic 
a costume affair, and all the guests 
are expected to appear in the best 
that their ingenuity can create, 
though the administration warns 
that his ingenuity must be con-
fined to certain limits which may 
approach the bizarre but not the 
risque. Sailors, cowboys, Span-
iards, clowns, devils, and jailbirds 
will escort princesses, senoritas, 
and gypsies, while movie queens 
and heroes will add to the lustre 
of the occasion. Co-eds are already 
beginning to wield needle and 
thread in skillful fashion both on 
their own costumes and those of 
their escorts who are just realizing 
the inventiveness and originality 
the opposite sex. 
The order of the evening is cos-
tumes for all, even if only a false 
moustache; and chaperones and 
faculty are not excepted. The idea 
is novel to Rollins to say the least, 
and the boys hope that the novelty 
will add to the pleasure of the eve-
ning. 
"Yes, I believe that cheating is 
very prevalent at Miami, but I 
think that women do most of it," 
a Miami University Oxford, 0.) 
student tells an inquiring reporter. 
Columbia's Prof. Colin G. Fink 
believes universities should have 
less "blackboard scientists", more 
practical laboratory workers. 
John Martin Prize to 
Be Increased to $50 
Regarding the John Martin 
Prizes, the Committee on 
.\wards, headed by Professor R. 
W. France, wishes to correct a 
statement in the Sandspur of 
last week. The awards for es-
says on the subject "The Pres-
ent European Crisis and What 
Should be Done to Prevent Its 
Leading to War", have been in-
creased. The first prize will be 
S50, with three prizes ot S5 each 
for other winning papers. Fur-
ther details of the contest will 




(Continued from page 1, col. 4) 
A flood more disastrous than 
that of 1927 threatens the South 
this year, according to Prof. Ver-
non C. Finch, University of Wis-
consin expert in climatology. 
i out with a College guy: 
nurse last night. 
Co-ed: Cheer up, maybe your 
mother will let you go out alone 
sometime. 
made out the team schedule. The 
date with Swarthmore was ar-
ranged before it was "realized" 
that the Rollins team would not 
be present to receive the visitors. 
Arthur Dear and Frederic Lieb-
erman did their best to take the 
place of the regular Rollins team, 
but it is not to be expected that 
they could step in at the last min-
ute and carry the ^Vhole situation 
on their shoulders. 
Since most of the speech depart-
ment is thinking about the recent 
trip of the varsity team to tbe Pi 
Kappa Delta National Convention, 
little consideration may be given 
to the happenings here in the 
Speech Studio during their absence. 
It would be well, however, to see 
that such an unhappy mistake did 
jccur again. Swarthmore, and 
other northern colleges who may 
hear of it, will think twice before 
coming to Rollins to debate. 
ATTENTION STUDENTS! 
Save the price of a tele-
gram by ordering your Eas-
ter flowers for home deliv-
ery not later than TODAY!! 
LUCY LITTLE'S FLOWER SHOP 
T. G. LEE, DAIRY 
Grade A R a w IWilk and Cream—Qual i ty P roduc t s 
Our Cows A r e Milked in a Pa r lo r 
W E S E R V E R O L L I N S Phone 7300, Orlando 
Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial 
Cleaners 
We solicit your business as a home town concern. 
Winter Park, Phone 413 Orlando, Phone 7690-731.3 
The Little Grey House 
LUNCHEON — TEA — DINNER 
JUST NORTH OF WINTER PARK 
CHARLES WRIGHT 
Hair Dresser 
9 W a s h i n g t o n Arcade 
Orlando, F la . Phone 3.522 
A Perfect Rendezvous 
For Rollins Students 
LANDER'S DRUG STORE 
T h e Smile F a c t o r y 
Phone 101 for Sudden Service 
Strongest 
Guanartee 









houettes, including the one of the 
Chapel tower that appeared in 
"The Flamingo" last year. 
This exhibition is to be open to 
:he public daily from two to six, 
including Saturday and Sunday, 
from April 10 to 15, inclusive, at 
the Rollins Art Studio on Ollie 
Keene & Keene 
Optometrists and Manufactur-
ing Opticians 
"See Keene for Keen Sight" 











April 8, 1936 
ROLLINS COLLEGE, 
Winter Park, Fla. 
Dear Eollins College Students: 
Easter is just over the hill and I would like to know 
just what you are planning on wearing Easter Sun-
day ? Its Anniversary Week at DICKSON-IVES, and 
throughout ihe entire store you will find many smart 
fashions at greatly reduced prices. 
This is really the thirty-eighth anniversary sale of 
DICKSON-IVES, and it will end Saturday, April 
eleventh. So I would advise you to hurry over and 
get your Easter apparel and accessories while the se-
lections and sizes are complete. 
One of DICKSON-IVES greatest and most recent 
accessory is a pocketbook. They are white and 
trimmed around the edges in all colors, then you can 
have your initials cut in them in the same color as 
the trimming. Really these are one of the smartest 
lokoing type of bag I have ever seen. 
A ROLLINS COLLEGE SHOPPER. 
The Easter Parade 
is a Beauty Parade 
Your beauty may be enhanced by 
good clothes. Frances Slater has 
just received a shipment of subtly 
flattering good clothes. Why not 
lead the Easter Parade of Beauty? 
FRANCES SLATER 
SAN JUAN HOTEL BUILDING 
ORLANDO 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 8, 1936 
ALLIED ABTS TO 
Annual Orange County Ama-
teur Exhibition 
RULES ARE ANNOUNCED 
The Allied Arts of Winter Park, 
of which Mr. Irving Bacheller is 
president, announces the annual 
Orange County Amateur Exhibi-
tion and Competition. Entries 
must be in by Wednesday, April 
22. The conditions of the con-
test are as follows: 
All amateur artists in Orange 
County are invited to submit work 
for the prizes. 
Work entered previously is not 
eligible for prizes. 
Copies of another artist's work 
are ineligible. 
Work submitted must have been 
done in the year 1935-36. 
All entries must be the indivi-
dual work of the contestant, but 
may have been done in class. 
All exhibits must be framed or 
mounted. 
The awards are to be made at 
the Art Studio, Rollins College, on 
Friday evening, April 24, and at 
the meeting of the Allied Arts at 
"Fate o' the Isles",, the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Bacheller, on 
Saturday afternoon, the twenty-
fifth. 
Prizes will be as follows: 
1. For the best Landscape in 
Color—$10.00. 
2. For the best Landscape in 
Black and White—$10.00. 
3. For the best Portrait or Fig-
Colo ).00. 
4. For the best Portrait or Fig-
ure in Black and White—$10.00. 
5. For the best Mural—§10.00. 
6. For the best Still Life— 
$10.00. 
7. For the best Design—$10.00. 
8. For the best Portrait in 
Sculpture—$10.00. 
9. For the best Figure in Sculp-
ture—$10.00. 
10. For the best 'Original Con-
ception in Sculpture—$10.00. 
11. For the best book—Interior 
Decoration—$5.00. 
12. For the best book—Art Ap-
preciation—$5.00. 
13. —For the best book—His-
tory of Art—$5.00. 
The annual Orange County Ama-
teur Exhibition and Competition, 
organized under the leadership of 
the Art Committee, Mrs. Jean 
Jacques Pfister, Chairman, is one 
of the most widely anticipated of 
the many activities of the Allied 
Arts of Winter Park. 
College Dean Says 
Self-Help Students 
Wreck Own Career 
New York City, (ACP)—Defi-
nite affirmations that the student 
working his way through colleges 
and universities is likely to ^vreck 
his career "by the very plan 
through which he hoped to achieve 
success," have been made here by 
Nicholas D. McKnight, associate 
dean of Columbia College. 
Th edean believes that self-help 
by students is thoroughly non-
productive from the educational 
standpoint. 
"It may be that prat of the an-
swer is to be found in the grow-
ing belief that a considerable num-
ber of boys and girls now going to 
college would be better off doing 
something else," he said 
lypewriter Headquarters 
Sales and Service 
New Portables, S39.50 to S62.50 
All Makes Used Typewriters 
Davis Oflfice Supply 
19 E. Pine St. Orlando 
Phone 4822 
T H E R O L L I N S S A N D S P U R THREE 




Don't Forget! Summer sta-
tionery and visiting cards._ 100 
cards and new plate, $1.65. 
Rollins Press Store 
Men's Belts made of genuine 
Alligator 
95c to $1.95 
Magic Novelty Shop 
132 N. Orange Orlando 
New Glass Stretches. Rolls Up 
present famil-
iar s h a t t e r -
p r o o f variety 
•—m a y b e 
stretched like a 
rubber band or 
rolled up like a 
rug. Here is 
one of the tests 
it underwent in 
a recent I^ew 
Y o r k demon-
stration After 
the man re-
m o v e d his 
w e i g h t , tUo 
glass slowlj re-
g a i n e d i t s 
shape. The ma-
terial lb a sand-
w i c h — t w o 
sheets of real 
glass with a 
plastic c a l l e d 
vinyl between 
them. Tho plas-
tic binds the 
glass after it 
has been bro-
ken to bits A 
person thi own 
against it will 
not ba cut. 
Severe Salary Cuts 
Revealed By Report 
On College Profs 
Washington, D. C. (ACP)—The 
extent of the severe salary cuts 
taken by faculty members of the 
nation's 51 land-grant colleges dur-
ing the depression period has been 
outlined here in a special report 
issued by Dr. Walter J. Greenleaf 
of the Department of Interior's 
office of education. 
Deans employed on a nine-
month basis saw their median sal-
aries decreased from $5,193 in 
1928-29, to $4,187 in 1934-35, an 
average decrease of more than 
$1,000. 
The survey showed similar de-
pressino-period slashes in salaries 
paid to professors, associate pro-
fessors, assistant professors, and 
instructors. Full-time professors 
on a nine-month basis received an 
Fine Swiss Watch 
Repairing 
Parkter Pens 
Hamilton and Elgin 
Watches 
Grover Morgan 





Louise's Nut & Candy Shop 





242 E Park Ave. Phone ' 
Make writing easy with a 
Remington Portable. Seven 
models to choose from. Easy 
Remington Rand Agency 
41-4.3 W. Washington St. 
Phone 3473 Orlando, Fla. 
It's White 
for Easter 
White Suits will lead the 
style parade. 






In single and double-
breased models with plain 
or sport backs. 
White Oxfords 
of nubuck and genuine 
buck. 
$5.00 to $9.75 
R. C. BAKER, Inc. 
average salary of $4,278 in 1928-29. 
By 1934-35 their annual income 
had decreased to $3,775. Those on 
an el even-twelve-month basis had 
their salaries cut from $4,161 to 
$3,682 over the same period of 
time. 
Associate professors dropped 
from $3,352 salaries in 1928-29 to 
$2,903 in 1934-35; assistant pro-
fessors from $2,738 in 1928-29 to 
$2,449 in 1934-35, and instructors 
from $2,005 to $1,769 over the 
four-year period. 
Salaries for the present year are 
higher than last year. 
the Vandals recently wrecked 
offices of The Columbia Spectator 
and The Jester, humor magazine. 
FIFTH Sy tHONY 
CONCERT APRIL 3 
Rollins A Capella Choir is to 
Take Part 
CLEMENS IS DIRECTOR 
The Symphony Orchestra of 
Central Florida at Winter Park 
will give the fifth concert of the 
tenth season Thursday evening, 
April Oth, at 8:15 o'clock in Rec-
reation Hall. The orchestra will 
be assisted by the Rollins A Cap-
pella Choir with C. 0. Honaas di-
recting. The orchestra as usual 
will be under the baton of Harve 
Clemens. The program is as fol-
Carmen (selection) {Bizet-To-
bani). The Heavens are Telling 
(Haydn), Break Forth 0 Beau-
teous Heavenly Light (Bach), In-
flammatus (Rossini), Rollins A 
Cappella Choir. 
Intermission. 
Allegretto Grazioso, from "Sym-
phony in D Major" (Brahms), 
Slavonic Dance No. 10 (Dvorak), 
Blue Danube Waltzes (Strauss), 
Ballet Sylvia (Delibes). 
The city of Cambridge plans to 
assess a "service charge" of about 
a million dollars against Harvard 
and M. I. T. to cover policing of 
football games and students riots, 
and removal of rubbish. 
Alumni of Seth Low College, 
Brooklyn unit of Columbia, h; 




From Girl Students 
Cambridge, Mass. (ACP)—Rad-
cliffe College women are going to 
be answering a lot of telephone 
calls soon—that is they will if the 
telephone directory stolen from 
Agassiz House gets into circulation 
among the Harvard boys they be-
lieve purloined it. 
The book containing the phone 
numbers and photographs of each 
of the students listed' was missed 
soon after a group of Harvard stu-
dents had visited their house. 
A course in etiquette offered by 
Muhlenberg College, Allentown, 
Pa., has attracted 298 students. 
Charlie Sarris, veteran Amherst 
restauranteur, once collected $800 
in student debts without a single 
bill for backing. His records had 
been destroyed in a fire. 
In an effort to restore the honor 
system, jeopardized by the recent 
discovery of wholesale cheating, 
University of South Carolina stu-
dents have signed an honor pledge. 
University of Toronto students 
like "slinky" girls best. 
C. L. PRUYN 
DIAMONDS AND WEDDING RINGS 
A Good Cure for Spring Fever 
East Park Ave. Opposite Depot 
Easter Greetings from 
MABEL WIGHT 
136 N. Orange Av Jefferson Court Bldg. 
Arrange fro Your Easter Coiffures 
Eda's Beauty Shop 
"Beauty is A Duty" 
146 E. Park Ave. Phone 66 
PUROIL AND 
WILLARD BATTERIES 
Sales and Service 
THE COLLEGE GARAGE 
STUDENTS! 
A highly specialized Laundry and 
Dry Cleaning Service—Don't take 
chances with your clothes. 
AMERICAN LAUNDRY & 
CLEANING CO. 
Campus Agent—BILL CARMODY—Phone 81-W 
THE DEMAND FOR 
Charles Morgan's New Book 
"SPARKENBROKE" 
WILL BE GREAT—ORDER YOUR 
COPY NOW! 
New Colors in Spring Yarns 
See Our Line of Easter Cards 
The Bookery 
Each Puff Less Acid 
A LIGHT SMOKE 
OF RICH, RIPE-BODIED TOBACCO 
O v e r a period of years , certain 
basic advances have been made 
in the selection and t reatment of 
c i g a r e t t e t obaccos for L u c k y 
Str ike Cigarettes. 
T h e y include prel iminary analy-
ses of t he t o b a c c o se lec ted ; use 
of center leaves; the higher heat 
treatment of tobacco ("Toast ing") ; 
consideration of acid-alkaline bal-
a n c e , w i th c o n s e q u e n t def in i te 
improvement in flavor; and con-
trolled uniformity in the finished 
product . 
All these combine to p roduce a 
superior cigarette—a modern ciga-
ret te , a cigarette made of r ich, ripe-
bodied tobaccos—A Light Smoke . 
Luckies are less acid 
ecent che I tests sho 
that other populor brands 
have an excess of acidity 
over Lucky Strike of from 
53' to 100"„ 
of Acidity of Otiier Popular Brands Over LuckySlriite Cigoi 
C 
- "IT'S TOASTED 
Your throat protection - against irritation 
-against cough 
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Reactionary Rollins? 
The April issue of Harpers Magazine car-
ries an article entitled "Education on a 
Mountain" which deals with Black Mountain 
College, and indirectly with Rollins. 
Louis Adamic, the author, has perhaps 
given Rice and his associates more publicity 
than they have received at any time since 
they left Winter Park. The article was im-
portant enough to arouse comment from 
Eleanor Roosevelt in her syndicated column, 
"My Day". 
At the moment, it is of no particular conse-
quence whether or not Adamic has succeed-
ed in portraying a true picture of Black 
Mountain. It is obvious that he was pro-
foundly impressed by all that he saw and 
heard. So much so, in fact, that his pro-
posed visit of a few hours extended into one 
of several months. 
However, in as much as Rollins figures 
prominently in the early pages of the article, 
it is important to us that the proper impres-
sion be conveyed concerning the relation be-
tween Rollins and the founders of Black 
Mountian. It would not seem that this had 
been done. 
The implications of several paragraphs 
appear definitely to give the impression that 
Rollins is a reactionary institution; that it 
is one of that group of American colleges 
with "sacred cows grazing on the various 
campuses" which prohibit the teaching of 
liberal education and intellectual ideals. 
Adamic's reference to the Rollins students 
who joined Rice at Black Mountain would 
lead the casual and uninformed reader to 
feel that the best of the undergraduate body 
had sided with the non-conformists, and that 
those remaining did so only because they 
were averse to leaving their "comfortable 
dormitories in Winter Park". 
Other instances of a similar nature, in 
Adamic's article, might be noted; but his 
v^ews are of too little consequence to merit 
further comment. However, it might have 
been more advisable if Mr. Adamic had trou-
bled himself to learn something of Rollins 
as it really is before crediting Black Moun-
tain with a monopoly of progressive ideals 
and stamping Rollins as ultra-conservative. 
N. J. M. 
April Fool 
On the first of April expectant students 
gathered in the Registrar's office to obtain 
their grades for the winter term. 
The information given them proved to be 
far from enlightening, more so even than in 
the past. The new system inaugurated by 
the administration made it possible to de-
termine little more than the bare fact of fail-
ure or success. 
Some weeks ago an editorial appeared in 
the Sandspur concerning the ambiguity of 
the then existing marking system, and sug-
gested a new scheme of grading to replace it. 
In some respects the present method is a 
distinct improvement. It eliminates the pos-
sibility of variation in marking due to indi-
vidual differences on the part of the faculty 
and incorrect interpretation on the part of 
those who transcribe the professor's re-
marks to the student's cards. 
It does not, however, solve the difficulty 
which aroused the chief complaint, namely, 
the vagueness and uninterpretability of the 
few words appearing on the cards. 
If it is the aim of the administration to 
give the student an accurate evaluation of 
his terms work, there is still much to be de-
sired. However, if it is fostered by the ideas 
which led to the dropping of the conven-
tional marking system in vogue in other col-
leges it has considerable merit. 
The trend in modern psychology is away 
from rewards as a motive for achievement 
and toward the substitution of interest in 
the problem at hand. 
It is only right that a student's personal 
interest in his college career should be a 
greater power of motivation than the idea 
that proficiency in a given course is desira-
ble so that a report card of honor marks can 
be sent home. 
For this reason it would seem that the 
latest innovation is a decided step in the 
right direction. It is more in keeping with 
the fundamental precepts which underlie the 
Rollins plan of education. N. J. M. 
Politics and Education 
Perhaps one of the outstanding aspects of 
the Roosevelt Administration has been the 
obvious lack of honest and competently 
trained men who may be trusted to carry 
out the executive work of the tremendous 
programs which have been launched in the 
last three years. 
Examples of incompetency and graft are 
to be found almost everywhere that the na-
tional government, through such agencies as 
the PWA, has undertaken to promote civic 
and economic betterment. Political influence 
and needless red tape have combined to 
produce excessive waste and misappropria-
tion of the allotted funds. 
This is not an ailment peculiar to present 
government. It has existed here and every-
where since the first conception of organized 
society. The Spoils System initiated by An-
drew Jackson aroused so much public indig-
nation that later presidents were forced to 
accept and to perpetuate civil service re-
forms. 
That the situation is today again acute is 
due to the tremendous expansion which has 
taken place in governmental machinery. The 
sudden increase of government agencies 
throughout the country has brought within 
the everyday experience of the people ex-
amples of federal operations. 
That such a condition should exist is a re-
flection upon our political ethics, and above 
all offers firm grounds upon which to criti-
size our educational policy. Civil service re-
forms and all similar checks are at best sec-
ondary methods. They do not strike at the 
root of the evil. 
Lately the University of Texas has an-
nounced that it will offer a degree in "pub-
lic administration". It will be awarded for 
a course of study designed to train young 
men for a political career. 
Texas is not the first institution to offer 
such a degree, but it is one of the few which 
have done so. Political training has been 
sadly neglected in American universities and 
colleges as an avocation beneath the average 
student. 
It is high time that more institutions of 
higher learning should follow suit. That 
species called the "average citizen" who sits 
and shakes his head over the shady politics 
revealed by his morning paper, but fails to 
do anything about it, must go. If the peo-
ple are to have better government, they must 
act and the best and only method to teach 
them how is education. N. J. M. 
STUDENT 
OPINION 
F o o t n o t e s 
By STEVEN H. BAMBERGER 
Probably last month's most remarkable event, barring of course 
the Presidential visit itself, was the manner in which the campus 
buildings stood up under the twenty-one gun salute. Contrary to popu-
lar expectations, Cloverleaf didn't even lose a shingle and the ivy 
still clings to Carnegie's upright walls, 
And while we're still on the sub-
ject of this salute, we are tempted 
to recall a timely remark made by 
= Bailey, whose aversion to 
any kind of noise is no secret. Said 
she when the tenth shot had been 
fired, "Great guns, what's that?" 
After ascertaining the source of 
the annoyance, Cathie frowned de-
tly at the gunners and walked 
away humming one of the most 
popular ditties of the day, "I'll be 
puttin' all them yeggs in one cas-
ket." Good for you Cathie, and 
e sure you could have done it 
Last Saturday the Cleveland News print-
ed only 150 words on the death of Bruno 
Richard Hauptman. Editor Earle Martin 
stated that "the emotional suspense of the 
last three days has left the public absolutely 
without any appetite for a cold rehash of 
last night's events." 
Reports from the New York Stock Ex-
change last Saturday reveal that stock price 
averages reached the highest level in nearly 
five years. Steels, motors, and rails, the 
barometers of business conditions, led the 
advance. 
too. 
However, not everyone felt as 
energetic and curious as did this 
young lady. Take for example the 
case of Jack Barrington, died-in-
the-wool, conservative Republican 
that he is, who demonstrated the 
acme of rugged individualism by 
sleeping peacefully throughout the 
whole performance. Jack has the 
distinction of being the second per-
son ever to sleep through a Presi-
dential salute. The only other fel-
low on record, one Klmer Twiddle-
fitch hy name, a former gold 
hoarder and tax-payer, did the 
identical thing in this same ad-
ministration, only he had taken 
precautions beforehand and had 
stuffed cotton in his ears the night 
before. 
Coming back from a vacation to 
settle down to work is difficult 
enough, but returning to Beanery 
food once more is positively try-
ing. We had no sooner started to 
gulp down our tomato (tomahto to 
you) juice at our first repast when 
one of those cheerful waiters 
sneaked up behind us and caution-
ed us not to eat so fast. "Don't 
rush," he whispered, "I'm four-
teenth in lineup and you're here 
for a long time yet." Yeah, or 
when mamma's not hungry we 
don't eat. 
And speaking of eating, we 
might add that if the cast of the 
last student production had had to 
depend upon their acting for a 
livelihood, they wouldn't eat eith-
er, whether mamma was hungry 
or not. Credit must be accorded 
Dr. Fleischman for introducing an 
entirely novel effect upon the 
stage. The lines could be heard' 
and in many instances heard over 
and over again, before the actors 
even so much as opened their 
mouths. What a novelty. It might 
have gone over big too had not 
the audience seen "Strange Inter-
lude". As it was, they were not 
prepared for any further moderni 
zation. 
A veritable rebellion was almost 
started the other day when the 
facts of the new grading systen 
were finally divulged. After be 
ing informed that no matter hovv 
diligently he slaved he could only 
get a "satisfactory", Frank Miller 
broke down and wept. "What will 
my mother say," he sobbed, "When 
she finds out that I'm getting 
nothing but 'satisfactories'?" 
That's all right Franky, buck up. 
You should be like us. No mark-
ing system ever has been known 
to affect an "incomplete". 
We have been asked lately by a 
number of students of both sexes 
to find out just how the signs, 
"No Parking on Soft Shoulders" 
are supposed to be interpreted. 
Some think that the State of Flor-
ida is taking too much liberty with 
our morals which ought to be left 
to the care and custody of our-
selves and the deans, and others 
think that they are merely warn-
ings to motorists. Our suggestion 
would he to interpret the meaning 
to fit the moment or whatever else 
you may have with you at the 
time. 
Isn't something going to be 
done about the canopy in front of 
Beanery porch? In wet weather 
people would much rather stand in 
rain and dampen all over rath-
than subject themselves to the 
asional faucet-like streams 
which seep through so unexpected-
ly and disastrously. However, most 
havoc is wrought during sunny Tweh 
weather under the canopy. Little 
rays of sunshine will invariably 
light upon the face of a hungry 
Rollinsite and proceed to sunburn 
that particular spot. From the 
way everyone looks right now it 
won't be long before this will be 
known as the "Birthmark College". 
FLUSH!!! We have just been 
informed of the fact that to the 
list of the great and the near-
great that are now represented in 
the "Walk of Fame", there is about 
to be added another name. Isn't 
that great? The person referred 
to is none other than that former 
pro ft 
New York City College says, "Ah 
instructor is a fussy old maid of 
either sex" . . . while the Daily 
Bruin says that propaganda is the 
other side presented so convinc-
ingly that it makes you mad. 
Do not indulge in "apple polish-
ing" if you want the maximum 
grade with the minimum effort, 
advise the junior deans and pro-
fessors at Ohio State. They say 
students greatly overestimate the 
actual values of their attempts to 
obtain high grades by "apple pol-
ishing" methods. They claim to 
see through all those stories of out-
side work interfering with studies, 
or the student "considering major-
ing in the subject," the ogling fe-
male, and the exhausted athlete in 
no mood or condition to study. 
Because the Junior Prom at Pur-
due is a strictly junior-senior af-
fair a photo of an applicant for 
tickets is attached to the check 
when issued.—Brown and White, 
Lehigh. 
"University life begins west of 
the Rhine." Sage Nicholas Mur-
ray Butler of Columbia qualified 
.n educational geographer. 
To the Editor of the Sandspur: 
By nature I am a peace-loving 
student, and I daresay, I have 
caused little trouble around this 
campus. But there comes a time 
when even the most timid and 
backward amongst us are moved 
to protest when handed a "raw 
deal", such as the one accorded to 
today, and which is the cause 
of this letter being written to you, 
the representative of student opin-
Last term, I worked for two and 
half months, at times diligent-
ly, and at times not so diligently. 
At any rate, I deserve a better 
fate than was conceded me this 
morning when I went to receive 
my marks at the registrar's of-
fice. I entered hopeful of receiv-
just compensation for the 
time and effort I put into past few 
work. I was surprised and 
somewhat chagrined when I was 
handed a piece of paper merely 
telling me that my work was "sat-
isfactory". I am a human being; 
when I work hard, I like to feel 
that my efforts have been recog-
nized. 
When my parents receive my 
grades, they are going to be great-
ly disappointed. They, even more 
than my egotistical self, are in-
terested in seeing whether or not 
their son, for whom they are sacri-
ficing a great deal, has worked 
hard enough to justify their trust. 
Paternal pride is great, and if my 
work has been good, they don't re-
any pleasure in knowing that 
their son's work has not been 
gnized. Should my work be 
lower than they expect, my parents 
have no way of realizing it. The 
term "satisfactory" may mean any 
' a number of things. By telling 
y parents that my work has been 
"satisfactory", the administration 
holding back the truth from 
them, whether it be to my advan-
ge or not. 
The argument the administra-
tion may use is an old one. They 
may answer that regardless of the 
fact that I didn't receive any 
grades, I should, providing my 
work has been faithfully done, 
have the satisfaction of knowing 
that I have done my best and real-
ly accomplished something. On 
paper this sounds very well, but 
there is a fallacy behind it. By 
taking away the system of grades, 
the administration is withdrawing 
a powerful incentive towards keep-
ing me on the right path, academi-
cally. As I said before I am only 
human; if my work has heen good 
I'd like to know that it has been 
recognized as such, and if it is not 
up to my expectations, I'd like to 
know about it in order that I may 
remedy the faults by working a 
little more diligently. By keeping 
my parents and myself up in the 
air, the administration gains noth-
ing. 
I am not a philosopher, but I do 
maintain that the one consolation 
(Continued on page 6, col. 1) 
Yesterday-
In the Rollins Sandspur 
Yeargs Ago 
Final counts of the prohibition 
ballot cast at Rollins show 75% 
of the students in favor of Pro-
hibition, while the other 25% favor 
a modification to permit the sale 
of light wines and beers. The fact 
that no one voted in favor of re-
peal created considerable surprise. 
A pillow fight ended the last 
YW meeting in Cloverleaf parlors. 
Miss Treat finally had to break up 
the struggle, when it seemed like-
ly that several of the more bellige-
rent co-eds were about to throw 
chairs instead of pillows. 
, This is the first year we have 
arpenter (no not Haupt- ^^^^ ^ ^.^^^ _.^„^^^ academically, 
but we also need other things; 
some true spirit, for example. We 
have a beautiful "Alma Mater", 
but how many know the tune, to 
say nothing of the words. 
Eight Years Ago 
On Monday morning, the Purple 
Buzzard flapped across the Rollins 
campus in its first flight, shedding 
red feathers indiscriminately. For-
tunately, this student publication 
fulfilled its purpose, that of amus-
ing without descending to the level 
of an ordinary joke book. 
Are we all to look like scorched 
taffy before this craze for artifi-
cial sunburn wears itself out? We 
receive shocks every day in hav-
ing our white friends of a few 
days past, turn up copper-plated. 
Germ 
mann), Adolf Hitler. Now we have 
no objection to the addition of a 
bit of Hitler's gravestone to the 
collection but when it comes to us-
ing a chip off of his birthplace, we 
become very much regusted. 
"A promising student should be 
given sufficient funds to enable 
him to complete his higher educa-
tion . . . This 'trying to earn a liv-
ing' at the same time results only 
in distraction." President James 
Biyant Conant of Harvard blasts 
an ancient theory. 
•'Very loud noise has, besides a 
'atigue effect, also a disrupting 
tction." Quiet, please, begs Dr. 
'jdmund Prince Fowler.—Brown 
Daily Herald. 
Many people say that at Rollins 
one cannot distinguish between 
teacher and student. True! They 
all wear a relieved look: the for-
mer at not having papers to read 
and the latter at not having papers 
to write. 
Four Years Ago 
Celebrating what may be term-
ed "the most famous day in the 
history of Rollins College", the 
new Annie Russell Theatre and the 
Knowles Memorial Chapel were 
dedicated, and the A Capella choir 
made its first appearance. The 
forty-six members were handsome-
ly garbed in the new choir robes 
of royal blue with white vestments. 
They made a proud spectacle as 
they led the academic procession. 
For the student who thinks he 
can get through a year at college 
on $1,000, it will be a shock to 
hear that the average expenditure 
for a year at Rollins is $1,533, and 
can run as high as $1,815. 
Rollins students turned out at 
Tinker Field nearly 100% for the 
benefit national league game for 
a new athletic field. The one-in-
ning game between the Rollins 
girls and the Boston Braves fur-
nished more amusement than did 
the main attraction. Attired in 
short and middy blouses, they fair-
ly dazzled the big leaguers with 
their curves. 
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TAR NINE TOPS S.E.LOUISIANA TWICE; FACES S.CTODAY 
.L 
OPENS 
Scores Run High as Pitchers 
Lack Mid-Season 
Control 
X CLUB CAPTURES TWO 
Chase Hall in Second Place 
With One Victory 
In the opening games of the dia-
mond ball schedule last Friday, X 
Club toppled Rho Lambda Nu 
20-8, and Theta Kappa Nu took 
the measure of Kappa Alpha, 
23-11. 
In the first game Bob Johnson 
pitched for Rho Lambda Nu and 
. pitched better ball than the score 
indicates, but he could not pre-
vent X Club hits from dropping in 
the outfield. 
In the third and fourth innings 
X Club scored at will, batting all 
the way around in both innings and 
b clinching the ball game. Miller 
[pitched well for X Club except in 
the second inning when Rho Lamb-
da Nu scored all their runs. 
Theta Kappa Nu stepped out in 
the first inning and scored six runs 
against Kappa Alpha and were 
never headed. 
Chase Hall defeated Theta Kap-
pa Nu in the first of Monday's 
games 11-8, Tom Powell keeping 
them well in hand. 
X Club made it two straight 
I when they captured a thriller from 
Kappa Alpha. Danny Winant's 
home run with Wicker on base in 
the second inning broke up the 
game and, as Kappa Alpha was 
unable to solve Miller's slants in 
their half of the inning, X Club 
won 7-5. 
X Club seemed to have the game 
in the bag until a four-run upris-
ing by the K. A.'s in the fifth sent 
the game into extra innings. 
Ellsworth Vines Finds 
Florida Tennis Poor; 
Davis Cup Chances Weak 
Rollins Loses to 
Davidson College 
In Tennis Matches 
Hank Lauterback, Rollins net 
captain, and the doubles team of 
Hauser and Brownell, turned in the 
only two points tallied by Rollins 
when they went down in a one-
sided defeat at the hands of the 
strong Davidson College (N. C.) 
tennis team here last week. The 
The remaining five singles 
matches were taken by the David-
son team. Bob Vogel put up the 
best showing for the Tars in the 
five losses. 
Rollins second victory came in 
the No. 2 doubles match with 
Huaser and Brownell checking in 
the win. The Tar tandem's su-
perior play provided the margin of 
victory. After losing the first set, 
6-1, Hauser and Brownell came 
back strong to win the next two 
sets and match, 6-1, 6-2. 
The No. 1 doubles team of Lau-
terback and Bragg gave the invad-
ers a stiff battle before succumb-
ing, 6-4, 2-6, 9-7. Vogel and Car-
mody, playing No. 3, were out-
classed by their opponents, 6-1, 
By Bill 
I went over to the professional 
tennis matches Sunday afternoon 
hoping to interview Ellsworth 
Vines. The professional tennis 
champion of the world isn't by any 
means hard to approach. He came 
into the stand's while Berkeley Bell 
and George Lott were playing 
their preliminary match, and sat 
down with Les Stoefen, C. L. Var-
ner, and Wilson McGee of the 
"Sentinel-Star". Introducing my-
self, I asked permission to ques-
tion him. 
"Why, certainly," he replied. 
"Go ahead." 
I commenced by asking him 
what he thought of our Florida 
climate—how it compared with 
that of his native state, California. 
Ho admitted that from what he 
had seen of it in the last few days, 
he thought it was mighty fine 
right here in Florida. 
"Well," I inquired, "why does 
California consistently turn out 
ranking tennis stars, while Florida, 
in spite of its perfect year-round 
climate, fails to produce a single 
player of major importance?" 
"There is no organized tennis 
in Florida," he stated emphatical-
ly. "California goes in for the 
game in a much bigger way than 
you do. There's a lot of tennis 
played in Florida, but there are 
few coaches and the schools don't 
seem to take much interest in the 
game." 
Then I asked him what he 
thought of the potential Davis Cup 
material in Florida. When I men-
tioned Harris and Hendrix, Vines 
said that he had never seen either , 
Wicker 
of them play, but he judged from 
their showings in recent tourna-
ments that Harris seemed to have 
the best chance, and the only one, 
of all Floridians for some time to 
Vines, outstanding in interna-
tional competition both amateur 
and professional, is well qualified 
to comment on the Davis Cup sit-
uation. His belief is that the 
United States has a slim chance to 
win the cup, but "probably won't". 
When I asked whether he 
thought professional tennis was 
the reason for the failure of the 
United States in matches abroad, 
he said "No". "The amateurs don't 
turn professional until they've had 
a pretty good crack at the foreign 
matches and are ready to give it 
up. 
"The fellows who have tried' and 
failed for two or three years, fig-
ure they've done their best and are 
willing to let someone else try for 
the cup, 
"You'd like a trip to Miami once 
a year, with all expenses paid, 
wouldn't you? Well, that's what 
the trip abroad is, except for the 
hard word. You get tired of it 
after a year or so." 
Finally I asked him how he, 
and Tilden, and the other profes-
sionals managed to stand up under 
the strain of traveling thousands 
of miles from coast to coast, en-
gaging in day and night exhibi-
tions, for months on end. 
"Aw, its just like any other pro-
fession or sport," he explained., 
"You keep in condition, and you 
train. You get used to it." 
The best-known trick play in 
history was pulled by the Carlisle 
Indians in 1903, Pop Warner 
coaching. The ball was carried 105 
yards through Harvard tucked 
under a player's jersey. 
The first college cheer is credit-
ed to Princeton students, who got 
the idea from an unknown private 
of the Seventh Regiment of New 
York, as the outfit mobilized for 
war in April, 1860. 
A village parson's daughter 
eloped in her father's clothes. And 
the next day the village Blatter 
came out with an account of the 
elopement, headed: "Flees in Fath-
er's Pants." 
Varsity Batting Averages 

































In the World of Sports 
Pedro Montiiiicz, lunhiliou's Culjan, is eager to fight Tony Can-
zonerlt left fnset, for the Italian's lightweight crown, but one 
night this summer probably will find himself coming ont of his 
forncr against IJOU Ambers, right inset, instead. 
NEWS AND VIEWS 
OF SPORTS 
By Reg Clough 
It'i 
(Pinch-hitting for Jack MacGaffin) 
been a long time since fans frequenting Harper-Shepherd field 
Weeks Sport Schedule 
VARSITY EVENTS 
Wed. and Thurs. 
Saturday 
Mon. and Tues. 
Diamond Ball— 





University of South Carolina at Columbia. 
University of South Carolina at Winter 
Park. > 
Next Week 
University of South Carolina at Winter 
Park. 
INTRAMURALS 
n. Phi Delta Theta vs. Eollins Hall. 
0. Theta Kappa Nu vs. X Club. 
tl. Kappa Alpha vs. Rho Lambda Nu. 
n. Kollins Hall vs. X Club. 
n. X Club vs. Phi Delta Theta. 
a. Rho Lambda Nu vs. Theta Kappa Nu. 
Golf Team Defeats 
St, Pete Varsity 
at Dubsdread Club 
St. Petersburg Junior College 
won its second victory over the 
Rollins College Varsity golf team 
9 ^ to 814, at the Dubsdread 
Country Club Saturday afternoon. 
Captain Johnny Brown and Dick 
Baldwin accounted for eight of 
these points. Brown won three 
points and Baldwin two in their 
individual matches and scored 
three more in their best ball match. 
Bob Kurvin and Howrad Thrall 
each lost three points in their 
singles matches but managed to 
pick up one-half a point in the 






V̂. Central Ave. Orlando 
Greasing, Any Make Car, 75c 
Spring spraying included 
Bagg-etts Service Station 
Corner East Park .\ve. and Fairbanks 
FOR THE BEST IN FOOD STUFFS 
Thames' w j 
MARKETESSEN 
Tar twirler last more than three innings, a local batsman 
get more than two scratch singles in five trips to the plate, 
Kollins men play without making as many errors as there we 
tators. But now there's a different story. 
At present Coach Jack McDowall has a winning aggregation 
bolstered by one or two major league hopefuls. How long it will 
take to build baseball up to a position of popularity with the 
spectators is a matter of question, but last week's games cer-
tainly proved beyond doubt that Rollins has a high-class college 
baseball team this year. 
Of course, the Tars' Applecart may be upset on the road trip, but, 
after all, until two years ago Rollins' baseball teams had never met 
anything stronger than Georgia's best junior college nines. A lot of 
good ball players come from the North Carolina hinterlands, and the 
local club should be facing first-grade intercollegiate competition 
this week. 
Late March, middle April, and, in truth, every month in the 
year constitutes the "open season" for sports marksmen, when 
every writer from the lowliest to the leaders takes pot shots at 
picking major league baseball winners^ Hughey Fullerton, who is 
more often right than wrong, picks the Red Sox and the Giants. 
On paper he may be correct. Off paper, and that's where the games 
are played, it takes a stretch of imagination to visualize the Terry-
men trimming the Cubs or the "gas house gang" from St. Louis. Both 
leagues will witness close battles, the outcome probably not decided 
until late in the season, with the Cards winning the National League 
pennant. 
In the junior circuit the guess is not so simple. On paper, again, 
the Red Sox should be the winners, though Detroit is virtually 
as strong. If a group of stars can ever team together to win a 
championship, the Red Sox will do it. But there are so many 
"ifs" that one must hesitate before picking the team from Boston. 
Manager Joe Cronin will either be made or broken by his 1936 
task. Both circuits start operations next Tuesday. 
The Augusta National golf tournament was a bit of a disappoint-
ment to more than one ardent Jones follower, and there are still plenty 
of them left. His two 78's on Friday and Saturday virtually elimi-
nated him from the finals on Monday. There's nothing as great as a 
comeback, but his chances fade with each passing season. 
A deplorable fact about athletics at Rollins is the difficulty 
coaches have to find managers for sports. The only thing a mana-
ger receives for his hard work are a few O, D. K. points, a letter, 
and a trip with the team. If the Athletic Council are anxious to 
improve the sport system here, it might be well for the group to 
figure out a way to interest more students in trying for mana-
gerial posts. 
Another remedy that will have to get attention sooner or later is 
the state into which intramurals have fallen. It used to be sports for 
the individual. Now fraternities are offering their young on the altar 
of that mis-placed and mis-represented god, the Gary intramural 
trophy. One fraternity recently had a volleyball game, a crew 
race, and a basketball game in one afternoon and evening, and vir-
tually the same men participated in all three events. 'The evils of such 





SAN JUAN HOTEL BLDG., 
Free Delivery Service to Rollins 
ORLANDO 
Phone 4434 
5. E, LOUISIANA 
GOES TO DEFEAT 
AGAINST ROLLINS 
N. C. Games Cancelled 
on Tars' Northern Tour 
The baseball game scheduled 
for yesterday between Rollins 
College and Davidson College 
of Davidson, N. C, was can-
celled on account of rain. 
This is the second cancella-
tion of the Tars' present road 
trip, the tilt yesterday with 
North Carolina State having 
been rained out. 
Today the Tars are slated to 
meet the University of South 
Carolina in Columbia in the 
opener of a two-day series. 
Mobley is expected to pitch to-
day with Kettles getting the call 
to the mound tomorrow. 
Following tomorrow's game 
the Rollins nine will return to 
Winter Park for a three-day 
stand against South Carolina on 
Saturday, Monday and Tuesday 
at Harper-Shepherd field. 
PHI DELI ™ 
Chase Hall Defaulted Because 
of Lack of Players 
K. A.'S TRIM X CLUB 
The Phi Delta Theta team after 
winning the second half of the in-
tramural basketball games was 
handed the championship when 
Chase Hall forfeited the playoff 
The Hallers, winners of the first 
half, because most of their play-
ers were away on the_baseball trip 
were forced to withdraw, thus giv-
ing up their right to play for the 
championship. 
The Phi Delts, though rather 
ragged the first half, came through 
the last six games undefeated to 
qualify for the playoff. 
In the last set of games the K, 
A.s took the "X" Club while the 
Phi Delts easily trounced the Rho 
Lambda Nu five. 
The "X" Club won their last 
game when the Rho Lambda Nus 




Intra-murals in the girls volley-
ball tournament started this week 
in Recreation Hall. Teams for the 
tennis intra-mural contest had to 
be handed in Monday as the com-
petition starts next week. "--
Those entered in the volley-ball 
round robin are Thetas, Phi Mu, 
Kappas, Pi Phis, Chi Omegas, In-
dependents, Gamma Phis, and 
Lakeside. The games should be 
pretty good as there is no out-
standing team so far. 
Chemist: "Get out of here; this 
is none of your bismuth."—Pur-
due Exponent. 
A Harvard Men's Guide has been 
published at the Cambridge insti-
tution; it lists, for the benefit of 
the students, names of all the 
'recommended debs" in Boston. 
Was Harvard interested? Not one 
book was sold. Said the Harvard-
ites: "What is the guide? What 
a *deb'? And furthermore, 
where is Boston?" 




Pens and Pencils 
Artist Materials 
Ribbons and Carbons 
for all Machines 
Typewriters for Rent 
Underwood Sales Agency 
O'Neal-Branch Co. 
39 East Pine St. Orlando 
5-1 and 14-9 Are Scores of 
Two Games Played At 
Harper-Shepherd Field 
KIRBY L E A D S T A R S 
Mobley Given Errorless Sup-
port in First Game 
Rollins' rejuvenated baseball 
team continued its winning streak 
by trouncing the S. E. Louisiana 
nine in two games last week at 
Harper-Shepherd field. The scores 
were 5-1 and 14-9. 
Jimmy Mobley kept seven Louis-
ianan hits well scattered in the 
opener to win Wednesday's clash. 
The Tar twirler was wild in spots, 
giving four passes, but displayed 
mid-season form by striking out 
seven opposing batters. 
Kirby Heads Batters 
Second-baseman Kirby led the 
home-towners at the plate with 
three singles in four trips. Rol-
lins scored in the second, sixth, 
and eighth innings, while the visi-
tors' lone tally was chalked up In 
the ninth when two singles, an ill-
aimed toss to first, and an outfield 
fly let in one run. 
The Tars gave Mobley errorless 
support. The McDowallmen found 
some difficulty in the offerings of 
opposing pitchers Blailock and An-
derson, totaling only seven hits, 
including a double by Justice and 
a triple by Mobley. 
Tar Pitchers Wild 
In the second game four Rollins 
errors, eight bases on balls, and 
various miscues gave the invaders 
nine runs while the Tars were 
chalking up 14 on the strength of 
their 20 hits. 
Coach Jack MacDowall started 
Goose Kettles on the mound, and 
the visitors counted four times in 
the third inning despite the fact 
that the scoreboard showed no hits. 
Harold Brady followed on the 
hill, lasting something over two 
innings. The visitors hit Brady's 
curve and "floater" at will, scor-
ing five times in the seventh, un-
til McDowall ransacked the bull 
pen. In went Al Stoddard, south-
paw of several seasons, to strike 
out the batter with the bases load-
ed in the game's best moment of 
tension. 
Stoddard finished up the game, 
which was called in the eighth, 
without giving any hits or passes. 
Hoskins Outstanding 
Hoskins, Miller, and Gillespie 
led the local contingent at the 
plate. Miller and Gillespie each 
hit four singles. Hoskins rapped 
a triple in the second to score three 
runners and starred afield. He 
handled five chances at third with-
out a misplay, evidencing power-
ful defensive ability. 
The score by innings, first 
game: 
S. E. 
Louisiana 000 000 001—1 7 2 
Rollins 010 002 02x—5 7 0 
Second game: 
S. E. 
Louisiana 004 000 50— 9 5 3 
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T H E 
Inquiring Reporter 
This Week's Question: What do you think of the 
new marking system? 
R. Brown: I thought the former system was the worst pos-
sible, but I have had my eyes opened. Since it is merely an 
experiment however, I feel sure that if the students will now 
state their desires as to how they want to be marked, the 
office will be only too glad to consider the change. 
Dorothy Manwaring: Theoretically it is all right, but prac-
tically it won't work. 
James Boyd: There are arguments for both sides of the 
question, but I believe this new marking system goes against 
a firmly grounded human trait, i.e. seeking and enjoying 
recognition. It will also diminish individual initiative. The 
"A", "B", "C" system is still superior. 
Ruth Blunden: An institution as old as Rollins should stop 
juggling with such a thing as a marking system. The main 
reason for the incorrect interpretations of marks seems to be 
because of "too many fingers in the pie". The marking should 
be left solely to the instructor—I can't see why the office 
should have anything to do with it. 
Robert Van Beynum: It's a pretty sad system when you 
can't find out your real mark from either the office or your 
professor, both using the excuse that they can't tell. It les-
sens your incentive to work, because a person tries for high 
marks, not just Satisfactory. Let's have something everyone 
can understand, even the parents. 
William Scheu: If the new marking system is made perma-
nent, Rollins will really have all the earmarks of a first-rate 
country club (dues $1,350.00), Even the few smart individuals 
will put the books on the shelf and take to 18 holes a day. 
Why not? If they study the only return is a Satisfactory. 
Next Week's Question: What do you think of in-




(Continued from page 4, col. 6) 
a person receives after working in-
dustriously for a period of time is 
the praise or recognition of his 
zeal, his ambition, and his efforts. 
It may or not be the proper atti-
tude but it is nevertheless true of 
most human - beings. Very few 
people work for the love of work; 
we work for the love of ourselves, 
our ambition ,our pride. 
If I have been too assuming in 
my anticipation of high grades, I 
have no way of knowing it under 
our present system. If I have not 
worked as well as I might have, 
my parents have no way of know-
ing it. For many years the mark-
ing system has existed all over 
our country from the smallest 
grammar schools to the largest 
universities, with very few excep-
tions. It is the student's reward 
for his efficiency and effort, and it 
is the check on the neglect of his 
work. 
Rollins College has taken the 
lead in many branches of the edu-
cational field, making remarkable 
progress in these departments; un-
fortunately, when it comes to the 
marking system she is a leader of 
retrogression and lack of under-
standing human nature. 
A Student. 
Violin Recital Is 
Given By Bergonzi 
Saturday Evening 
Dante Bergonzi gave his senior 
recital in music at the Woman's 
Club Saturday evening at 8:15 
o'clock. He was accompanied by 
Jack Carter. 
First on the program Mr. Ber-
gonzi played the four movements 
Largo, Allegro, Adagio, and Men-
uet of Sonata in 0 Minor by Por-
pora and Chaconne by Bach. 
Following this group Mr. Ber-
gonzi played Poeme by Chausson. 
This was followed by Nocturne and 
Cortege by Boulanger. The re-
mainder of this third group con-
sisted of Spanish Dances, Playera 




(Continued from page 1, col. 4) 
readily accessible. Perhaps the 
public will be able to see these 
innocent figures as soon as the 
rest of the checks are written 
and the votes counted in No-
vember. 
"We'd be damn fools" not to 
hire friendly people on the staffs 
of WPA, Harry L. Hopkins said in 
Washington as he defended his or> 
ganization against charges of po-
litical favoritism. At the same 
time, New York's WPA adminis-
trator, Victor F. Ridder, told the 
New York Rotary Club that he in-
tended being "rougher" on reds. 
There may be no political 
discrimination in WTA, but 
the Communists are a regis-
tered political party in most 
states, including New York, 
and it looks as if there were 
discrimination. 
Italy invaded Ethiopia, threaten-
ing England's life line, nad the 
British moved heaven and earth, 
including the League of Nations 
and almost the United States, to 
stop the outrage. France was con-
ciliatory. Then Hitler remilitarized 
the Rhine and France follov^ed 
England's example, while England 
was conciliatory. 
Now Turkey threatens to 
rearm the Dardanelles. It is 
England's turn to become 
treaty conscious again and 
France can put the brakes on 
negotiations. Maybe we'll even 
have Russia in this. But why 
SANITARY 
MEAT MARKET 




Beautiful Tropical Setting 
The Latch String 
718 Magnolia Ave. Orlando 
Phone 8751 
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SING ON m u i 
Winter Park High Will Sing 
With Hungerford School 
TO BE AT BACHELLER'S 
Hungerford School will present 
a concert of negro singing at the 
Irving Bacheller estate this Sun-
day afternoon at 4 o'clock. 
Students of the Hungerford 
school will be supplemented by 
voices from the Winter Park high 
school and will present a varied 
program. They will sing negro 
spirituals, folli songs and other 
well-known songs. 
Members of the Rollins Inter-
Racial Committee are in charge of 
arranging ushers for the event, 
and generally preparing for it. No 
admission is to be charged but a 
benefit collection will be taken 
sometime during the course of the 
All Rollins students and faculty 
who are interested are urged to 
attend this benefit performance of 
Hungerford school as it will not 
only interest them but it will also 
help out this negro school to 
great extent. 
OCIALHICU LIGHTS 
Pi Phi's Entertain 
With Colleg-e Dance 
At Dubsdread Club 
The Pi Beta Phi sorority enter-
tained at an all college dance last 
Saturday night at Dubsdread 
Country Club. 
Guests were greeted at the door 
by Anns Smith, Jane Harding, and 
Frances Hyer, officers of the so-
rority, and Mrs. Wilcox, Mrs. Mc-
Kean, Mrs. Lester, Mr. and Mrs. 
Howard, and Mr, and Mrs. Stone, 
who were chaperones. 
The University of Florida Club-
men played for dancing from nine 
till one and punch was served 
throughout the evening. 
can't they all get together, 
realize that they all have 
rights, and settle things equit-
ably. 
Republicans especially, the n 
tion in general, and Rollins under-
graduates recently, have been 
showing great concern over whom 
the Republicans will nominate for 
President. The American Institute 
of Public Opinions, poll for last 
week gave Landon a popular choice 
of 56% and Borah a vote of 20% 
of Republican voters. Hoover, 
Knox, Vandenberg and Dickinson 
trailed. 
That's the way the candi-
dates stood a week ago. But 
this is not the convention. And 
popular choice is misleading. 
The Republicans in 1920 prov-
ed this by nominating Harding 
and four years later the Demo-
crats nominated Davis. The 
Cleveland Convention in June, 
with all its trades, log-rolling, 
and smoking room politics will 
decide, and no one knows how. 
Pittsburgh's flood reached an 
unprecedented height of some 46 
feet. Millions of dollars worth of 
property was destroyed. People 
lost their lives. Disease and fire 
threatened. The nation was as-
tounded, stunned'. And in 1927 the 
War Department had predicted a 
possible flood of some 47 feet. 
Now we may get a flood 
control bill. The stock 
ket crash of 1929 was 
dieted long before it occurred, 
Must we wait for other disas 
ters, before we institute 
forms, revolutions before 
cial reforms for instance. It 
would be well if the public 
forgot Hauptmann and thought 
of sociology and economics, 
and honest politics. 
The Atlantic Cotton Association 
passed a resolution asking the gov-
ernment to keep out of the cotton 
business at the same time that 
Washington announced up to 
1,000,000 bales would be sold in 
the open market—cotton held un-
der the 1934 12c loan. 
There is no reason to say 
ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY 
French Dry Cleaners 
"Established Half Century" 
Winter Park Office Phone 
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Miss Louise Smith 
To Wed Mr. Aldis 
Butler of Hartford 
At a dinner given at Daytona 
Beach last Saturday night, Mrs. 
G. Butler Smith announced the en-
gagement of her daughter, Louise, 
to Mr. Aldis Butler of Hartford, 
Conn. 
Miss Smith attended Rollins for 
three years where she was a mem-
ber of Pi Beta Phi. Mr. Butler is 
a senior at Dartmouth College and 
has been visiting? Miss Smith in 
Florida during tha spring vaca-
tion. 
Meeting* of German 
Club Will Feature 
Assembly Practice 
The German Club will hold its 
first meeting of the spring term 
at the home of Alice Eugenia 
Black on Lakeview Drive, this Fri-
day evening, at 7:45 p. m. 
Instead of a program being pre-
sented by various members of the 
group, phases of the program to be 
presented for an all-college as-
sembly, will he rehearsed by the 
whole group. This will be one of 
the few complete rehearsals of the 
event and all members are re-
quested to attend in order to make 
the evening successful. 
Those who do not know where 
Robin Black lives or those who 
cannot find out how to get there, 
can see Marlen Eldredge or tele-
phone Robin Black at 220-J. 
Columbia, S. C—What is be-
lieved to be the only picture in 
existence of the famous South 
Carolina Radical Legislature has 
been presented to the history de-
partment of the University of 
South Cnrolina. The Radical Leg-
islature was composed of both 
white and Negro members, and 
ruled briefly during the post-
Civil war period. 
that the ACA ever asked for 
the loans under which this 
cotton is being released, but if 
the government is to buy or 
lend on security, it must some-
day sell or collect. 
Miscellaneous Social 
Events Occur on Campus 
The Gamma Phi Beta sorority 
held its weekly tea at the chap-
ter house Friday afternoon from 
four to six. Guests present were 
Mrs. Arthur Barret, Mrs. George 
Greene, Mrs. Rossou, and the 
Misses Helen Brown, Harriet Be-
gole and Arlene Brennan. 
Elizabeth Kennedy had as her 
guest this past week-end Miss 
Martha Lumpkin from St. Peters-
burg. 
Reed Whittle of Gainesville was 
a guest here over the week-end. 
Jimmy Lambert, who has been 
detained at home by the illness of 
his father has returned to resume 
his studies. 
Paul Welch returned to his home 
in Tampa for the past week-end. 
Several Weber College girls 
were here last Friday looking over 
the campus. 
Pi Gamma Mu, social science 
honorary society, initiated last 
Tuesday evening. Those initiated 
were: Eleanora Roush, Dorothea 
Breck, and Jean Astrup. The 
members and initiates were enter-
tanied at a dinner held in the col 
After a prolonged trip which 
eluded Harvard, Yale and Prii 
ton the fencing team has returned 
to the campus. 
Kappa Kappa Gamma Alumni 
Association of Tampa and St, 
Petersburg motored here Saturday 
morning for an informal get-to-
gether with the alumni members 
of Orlando and Winter Park and 
the active chapter at Rollins. Fol-
lowing a luncheon at the College 
Commons a short meeting was held 
at the chapter house. 
Among the recent visitors to th' 
college were: Mrs. George Greene, 
Mrs. Barret, Mrs. Heide, and Mrs. 
Scheu. 
Fay Bigelow spent the week-end 
at home with her parents in New 
Smyrna. 
Upsilon Beta of Chi Omega had 
a breakfast Sunday in honor of the 
fraternity's Founders' Day, April 
5. Ruth Pric3 was in charge. 
Pledges, alumnae and actives were 
CALENDER FOR COMING EVENTS 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 8 
5:30 p.m. Organ Vespers 
THURSDAY, APRIL 9 
8:15 p.m. Last concert of the Symphony Orchestra of Cen-
tral Florida in Recreation Hall 
FRIDAY, APRIL 10 
12:20 p. m. Good Friday service in Knowles Memorial Chapel, 
Dr. Dewey, Speaker 
7:45 p.m. German Club to meet at Alice-Eugenia Black's 
home on Lakeview Drive 
SATURDAY, APRIL 11 
3:00 p.m. Art Association to meet at Mayflower 
8:15 p.m. Senior Recital by Law Mallard, assisted by Vir-
ginia Orebaugh at the Woman's Club 
SUNDAY, APRIL 12 
8:00 a.m. Rollins Communion in the Francis Chapel 
9:45 a. m. Easter morning meditation in Knowles Chapel, 
Rev. Denney, speaker 
Panhellenic Elects 
Betty Myers, Pres. 
Pan-Hellenic held its monthly 
meeting Thursday afternoon, April 
1 the council room of the 
Knowles Memorial Chapel. 
At this time new officers for 
the coming year were elected from 
representatives of the differ-
sororities. Those elected were: 
President, Betty Myers, Kappa 
Alpha Theta; vice-pesident, Ma-
rita Stueve, Gamma Phi Beta; 
secretary-treasurer, Ann Earle, 
Phi Mu. 
Twenty-seven Lehigh fraterni-
ties have abolished Hell Week. 
lor ijour 
Easter vacations are short and you'll 
want to make ihe most oi these balmy. 
Spring days. Frequent departures, iast 
through and local service in clean, cozy 
buses give you more vacation at less cost. 
Jacksonville $ 2.50 Tampa S 1.75 
Daytona Beach .. 1..90 Lakeland — 1.25 
New York 15.65 Chicago ... 14.60 
U N I O N BUS STATION 
Hamilton Hotel 
Phone 9179, J. H. Ames 
JLORIDAMIOTORIIHES 
F ^ 
LITTLE DUTCH MILL 
— Orlando 
Andy's Garage 
Expert Repairing of All 
Makes Cars 
226 Church St. 
Phi Mu Guests Are 
Entertained Sunday 
at Buffet Supper 
This past Sunday evening, .\ 
5, guests of Phi Mu sorority %\ 
entertained with an informal b^.-
fet supper. , 
Easter decorations were carried 
out and music and dancing were | 
enjoyed through the evening. 
Those attending besides the 
members and pledges of the chap-
ter were: Walter Royall, Dick 
Turk, Jack Brabant, Reed Whit- j 
tie, Dante Bergonzi, Max Harring- j 
ton, Fentrice Gardner, Ralph Har- ' 
rington, Bob Redding, Johnny Ho-
man. Jack Makemson, Milton 
Beekman, James Haig, and War-
ren Hume. 
Chaperones were Mrs. Ford, 
Mrs. Beisel, and Mrs. Swengel. 
Chi Omega Elects | 
Officers Monday 
At the regular meeting Monday 
evening, the Upsilon Beta Chapter 
of Chi Omega, the annual election 
of officers was held. 
Frances Robinson was elected 
president. Hazel Bowen, vice-presi-
dent; Claudelle McCrary, secre-
tary: Ruth Price, treasurer, and 
Nan Poeller, pledge trainer. 
Michigan's Collector of Internal 
Revenue has tied up the Univer- i 
sity of Michigan's football funds 
because he says they haven't paid 
$22,000 in taxes on general admis-
Book Worms! 
We're having a book sale the 
likes of which you've never be-
fore heard of in Orlando. Origi-
nally published at $2.60 to 
$26.00, these books are now 
$1.00 to $1.98 each! You're cer-
tain to find many of interset. 
Street Floor 
Yowell-Drew's 
O R L A N D O 
BABY GRAND THEATRE 
JANKIEPURAaJ 
OLADYSSWARfHQOT 
Europe's singing star a..d America** 
singing swectheari in a lilting 
under a Mediterranean 
TkhNkfkt. 
